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Colleges
prefer
four-day

Model issue to be considered

Regents appro*ve
library restrictions

By Shanda Pulliam
Editor

The response to the university's
implementation of the four-day
week summer class schedule has
been "very favorable," according to
Dr. John Rowlett. vice president of
academic affairs and research.
Rowlett said the "critical shortage of gas as well as excelerating
prices" prompted a summer
schedule change in 1980 which
eliminated Friday classes and added 15 minutes to the daily hour
meeting times to compensate for the
lost day.
For the same reasons, most other
universities in the state have converted to the four-day schedule as
well, regardless of their summer session lengths.
The University of Kentucky is the
only other university contacted
which runs on a four-week intersession, eight-peek regular term
schedule as Eastern does.
UK was also the only other institution which has not implemented the four-day week into its
long session. UK summer school
students attend hour-long classes
five days a week.
Western Kentucky University
and Murray State University offer
only one eight-week term -with fourday weeks- and no intersession.
According to WKU registrar
Stephen D. House, Western offers
an eight-week session with classes
running for an hour and 20 minutes
Monday through Thursday.
An eight-week summer session
was the standard at WKU until
three years ago when they switched to two five and a half-week terms,
with classes held five days a week.
This summer they went back to
the old system. The change was
made, said House, because "we
found that we weren't really enrolling any more students - it was just
taking a longer period of time to
teach as many students as we could
teach in eight weeks."
Murray State, For summer
just like Western, school
sturan on two five- dent's optmon.
week sessions up on the tear day
until the change
this summer to pfefe-.
one eight-week.
Wilson Gantt. dean of admissions,
and registrar at Murray, said that
the faculty voted out the two fiveweek sessions "overwhelmingly."
"There's just so much that a student can assimilate in five weeks,"
Gantt said.
Whereas Friday is the off-day for
Eastern and Western summer
students, Murray closes down on
Mondays.
Gantt said that for the past two
summers, Murray's off-day was
Wednesday "on the rationale that
students would come more near
staying on campus and going to
class."
But because that schedule "didn't
(See SUMMER, back page)

By Beth Wilson
Managing editor
The university Board of Regents
recently approved a policy to limit
usage of the John Grant Crabbe
Library.
The policy, initiated by a facultylibrary committee, prohibits nonuniversity students under 18 years
of age from checking books out of
the library.
According to Dean of Libraries
Ernest
Weyrauch.
Model
Laboratory School students will no
longer be able to borrow books from
the university library. (Model
School does have its own library.)
"It just wouldn't be fair to other
non-Model students." he said.
Weyrauch added, however, that
no one will be restricted from "inhouse" library research.
The policy also states that adults
not affiliated with the university
will be able to apply for a special
identification card allowing them to
check out books.
The restrictions were proposed to
the Board because of increased
usage by Madison Countians after

r
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Changing of the guard
Before taking their positions as lifeguards. Michele Dick (left), a junior
occupational therapy major, and Sandy Carrel, a junior education major
from Mt. Carmel, III., discuss safety procedures.

He whizzed through law school
In one year and now he's
Madison County Judge Executive. Staff writer Mary
Itudersdort takes an Inside look
at Judge James Chenault,
Eastern's 19»2 Outstanding
Alumnus, tee page 8.
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Browning lived as he wanted,
and remained true to himself
By Brian Blair
Staff writer

If nothing else, Gordon Browning
lived very much the way he died alone, on his own terms.
Death came not like a thief in the
night, but in the form of a disease
that had been virtually ignored for
too long. For friends will say that
the 44-year-old Browning - an
English professor at the university
since 1966 - did not try to battle the
diabetes as much as he tried to outwit it.
When it took him on May 29 after
he was rushed to the hospital from
his home in Union City, it left those
who knew him both saddened and
understanding. Saddened that he
had not chosen to take better care
of himself. Understanding that he
needed to remain true to himself by
doing it his way.
Whatever the cost.
Men's tennis coah Tom Higgins,
recognized by many as Browning's
closest friend near the end. has
struggled to understand for the past
several weeks.

"It wasn't that he didn't know
what was happening to him." he
said, remembering how the man had
not been in the best physical condition in the past few years. "And it
wasn't that people didn't try to tell
him what could happen."
No, it certainly wasn't that.
Browning was intelligent enough
to know that diabetes demanded a

back the man's outer layer - one
that could often appear rough,
tough, and calloused.
Higgins. working with Browning's 74-year-old father. Leslie, to
settle the estate, is not a man easily given to sorrow and sentiment.
Yet, he admits he feels the hurt as
much as anyone.
"I lost a damn good friend in the

regimented, if not restricted
lifestyle - the kind he never enjoyed.
Even the polio in his right leg
couldn't keep him from playing
basketball and tennis with other
members of the English department
on occassion.
But then, even the memories can't
take away the sting of death from
friends who found the time to peel

dang deal." he said.
Browning himself lost a few now
and then. Take Spike, his beloved
pet cat. for instance. Cats could
almost always be found near him. of
course, but Spike grew nearer than
most.
Until he disappeared into the
woods behind the 15 acres his
master owned in Union City.

Several university professors also
spoke to the group, including Glen
Kleine. associate director of the program, Dr. Klaus Heberle. Dr.
Richard Vance and Dr. Terry
Busson. all from Eastern; Dr.
Malcolm Jewell from the University of Kentucky and Dr. Joel Goldstein from the University of
Louisville.
Featured speakers for the remainder of the seminar include
lobbyist Ray Crider of the Kentucky
AFL-CIO; Dennis Durden. vice
president for public affairs, R.J.
Reynolds Industries; Republican
legislative leaders Sen. Clyde Middleton and Rep. Art Schmidt; U.S.
Congressman Carl D. Perkins; Vic
Hellard. director of the Legislative
Research Commission; Speaker of
the Kentucky House of Representatives Bobby Richardson; Donna
Moore, Kentucky Educational
Television; Madison County Circuit
Court Judge James Chenault; Urban County Councilman Robert
Babbage: Cabinet Secretary George
Atkins and U.S Congressman Larry
Hopkins.
Other professors contributing to
the seminar will be: Libby Fraas,
Dr. James McCord and Dr. Bruce
Booar, all from Eastern.
The seminar, which ends July 9,
is one of 20 being held at colleges
and universities across the nation.
Blanchard aaid Eastern wag
selected to boat this seminar
because of the quality of the proposal and the previous programs
held at the university.

"He used to say that the cat was
just like him," said Su.san Nelson
Wood, an English student at the
university during the early 1970s
and a friend of Browni ng's. "When
Spike left, Gordon v/as shocked,
even though that's ■ exactly what
Gordon would have clone."
Wood admits that s he was initially uncomfortable wit h the idea of a

Few really knew the man...that's just the way he wanted It, as with
everything else.

Political leaders
inspire teachers
By Beth Wilson
Managing editor
Thirty elementary and secondary
teachers from across the state,
many with little understanding of or
interest in politics, arrived at the
university this week to learn about
the political process.
The educators were selected to
participate in the sixth annual
Robert A. Taft Institute of Government Seminar.
The purpose of the seminar, according to its director. Dr. Paul
Blanchard, is to develop a better
understanding of American politics
and appreciation of the two-party
system.
"It's bean one of the most satisfying things I've done (at the
university)." said Blanchard. "The
teachers go away with a greater
understanding of the political process and I assume they'll have a
more positive impact on their
students.
Seminar participants spend the
two week ■ in meetings and discussions with a variety of public
leaders, according to Blanchard.
So far this weak, the group has
met with Attorney General Steven
Bsshsar. Republican National Committeewoman Nelda Barton. Kentucky Republican Party Chairwoman Lb Thomas, Democratic
State Chairman Paul Patton.
Fayette County Republican and
Democratic Chairpersons Helen
Kendall and LeNetle Woods. Jeffer
eon County Judge-E xecutive Mitch
McConiWl and Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sit

the closing of local public libraries,
Other action at the June 11
according to Dr. Doug Whitlock. exregent's meeting included discusecutive assistant to the president.
sion of the controversial Model
"The library staff felt the burden
issue.
had a negative effect on university
Uni versity President Dr. J.C.
students." Whitlock said. "It's a
Powr II told the regents he was surquestion of making sure the library
prised at the Madison County
can more adequately serve the inSchi x>l Board's treatment of his protended audience."
pos al for Model at a May 13
Weyrauch said the "real problem''
was in the Learning Resource
me eting.
Center, a sample collection
'Powell submitted a proposal to
established for students in the Colth ,e Board of Education at their relege of Education and students of
quest in which Madison County
Library Science.
S rhools would receive an additional
"The collection was getting too
S.29.936 in general purpose funds
much use from yougsters and adults
i and S48.060 in capital outlay funds
with small children." said
for the 1982-83 academic year,
Weyrauch. "I'm here to serve the
without assuming any responsibilistudents and faculty (of the
ty or obligation for the operation of
university)."
Model or the employment of its
Although the policy will not acfaculty and staff.
tually be in effect until the beginning of the 1982 school year.
At the meeting. Powell said he
Weyrauch said the Learning
was recognized to make comments
Resource Center has begun to limit
concerning the proposal.
its usage.
"Following my comments, the
"I've heard many people say
Chairman of the Board thanked me
they're very unhappy about it." sail 1 for my presentation and moved to
Weyrauch.
the next order of business on the
agenda." Powell said. "No discussion of the proposal ensued and no
action concerning the proposal was
considered."

Steven Beshear addresses Taft Seminar
>

friendship relationship with an instructor - especi ally one who had
splattered her fi rst college theme
with a C- and se.-veral hard-hitting
comments-but she came to respect
and admire him,.
And in the process, she even
learned to simply call him "Browning." or "Gordon" without the
stilted profess or title. Because the
man who published more than 200
books, short t,lories and poems was
moved to qu ickly scribble a poem
for her one clay.
The mailbox says
BROWNING:
So when they drive by.
They look at the road
and say "Browning's
road.
The) i pause and look at
the
house, saying
"Browning's house."
The y swerve to avoid
my
cat,
cursing
"Browning's cat."
But they don't know
me.
YOU can call me
Bi -owning.
Few n .'ally knew the man. Higgins
said that's just the way Browning
wanted it, as with everything else.
Trouble was. those who didn't
know h.im also misunderstood him,
according to Dr. Edith Williams, a
longtime friend in the English
depart men t
She admits, as others do, that
Brow ning did indeed display a
"bruaque, even unpleasant manner"
at tin lee. Underneath that, however,
lav a warm, sensitive human being
with the soul of a poet, the heart of
a missionary.
His sponsored a child in the Christian Children's Fund organization.
In fiect, in his will, be asked that appro:iimately $150 per month be sent
to i.he group for the next several
months.
He helped university students aa
we 11. When ha beard that one of his
ad visees was struggling to make a
monthly car payment by working in
a 'fast-food restaurant several years
aj to, he dug into his own pocket to
make ends meat.
Ha coached Model High School s
(See REMEMBERING, beck page!

Whitlock said the administration
has since been advised that the
Board of Education will consider the
Model proposal at its July 8
meeting.
Also, the Board of Regents:
-were advised of 34 budgeted but
unfilled faculty vacancies for the
coming school year. The filling of
those positions will be approved by
the Board at its August meeting, according to Whitlock.
-•allocated $1.08 million for
academic computing hardware and
software, instructional equipment,
office typewriters, vehicle replacement and some equipment for the
radio and television lab.
-approved $130,000 for masonry
work at Telford Hall. The funds for
the project will come from the repair
and maintenance fund within the
housing system, Whitlock said.
-authorized an invitation to South
Central Bell to make a proposal involving the acquistion of a phone
system in which the university
would buy its equipment from the
company.
South Central Bell currently owns
the equipment used by the
university.
"We have an outdated switching
system that has become expensive
to maintain." said Whitlock. "We
anticipate a savings if we change to
a new system."

OCR

supports
decision
The University's College of Education was right in refusing to allow
a multiply- handicapped student to
enter its Teacher Education Program, according to the Office for
Civil Rights (OCR).
The OCR. in a letter to the university Board of Regents several weeks
ago. ruled that the college did not
violate section 504 of The
Rehabilitation Act when it refused
to accept JoAnn McQueary, a student suffering speech, hearing and
sight difficiencies.
"It is clear from the evidence that
the complaintant did not meet the
technical standards for admission to
the Teacher Education Program,"
wrote William H. Thomas, director
of the Region IV OCR in Atlanta.
Ga.
The requirements state that a student should be able to monitor the
classroom, manage teaching
materials, and otherwise apply the
content of the program.
An investigating team visited the
campus for three daya last
December to study the complaint.
"We were careful that she was
given due process,'' said Dr. Glynn
Creamer, director of student services in the college.
He pointed out that other handicapped students have bean admitted to the program in the past, "but
she had the wrong combination."
"We sort of look for ways that we
can help students be successful in
our program, but they have to have
a minimum of competency,' he said.
Creamer said McQueary has since
decided to major in oempatto—1
therapy.
«■
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Opinion
Financial aid

In search of
priorities

RMNmLAUH
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It's time for a rear rangement of priorities - by the students who
rely greatly on finar. trial aid to put them through school.
The money is simp.'y not there anymore and as it gradually
dwindles to nothing, it should be up to the students to make ends
meet. This comes with sacrifices.
Forget Pac Man. Don't buy that new car you have been dreaming about. Those weeken d trips aren't really that necessary.
Rather than throw away mon«sy on summer fun, those students
who plan to seek financial i lid nctxt fall must begin to keep a keen
eye on the almighty dollar.,

pet X &f*
cowaofl-1.'

A simple perspective on w hat is most important should do the
trick. Students must decide lfor themselves just exactly where is
the most beneficial place to .invest what money they do have.

CLOSED

About 7,200 Eastern students, received some type of financial
aid last year. Herb Vesrio, direi "-U > r of student financial assistance,
expects that figure to drop so me 400-500 students by fall.

UAOS

or

And the situation only looks grimmer for the years to come.
How are universities around t he country, particularly in Kentucky, dealing with the situatio. n on behalf of their students?
Perhaps the most interesting coping mechanism employed in
reaction to the drastic financial ai d cuts ellirited by Reaganomics
comes from Thomas More Colleg ?e.
The private institution in Fort 1 Mitchell, Ky. is going to dig into its university endowment fund - heaven forbid! - in order to
make more grant money available for its students.
Quite a generous gesture indeed - or a logical one.
David Tom, dean of students at Ti tomes More said there is "no
set limit" to the amount of money tihe college will take from the
fund and hand over to the students - it will "depend upon student need."
But a university actually extracting i noney from its own endowment fund to help pay student's ways through oollege? What
about the buildings that need to be built, the parking lots that
need to be painted, the remodeling tha t should be done?

Give v_-Pifv<rv?»c=»i<?.

"We're just trying to do everything v/e can to make it easier
for students to go to school," Tom said.
The reduction in the nation's financial ai d budget will be around
$200-5300 million according to Vesrio - a figure he says is "not
that bad."

I

The figure sounds astronomical on its face, but Vesrio says "the
impact is not as great as we first anticipated."
The most significant effect of the cuts wi II no doubt be felt in
social security. The monthly stipend check for- those already receiving social security will be reduced by 25 percent an each progressive
year until it is phased out.
Also, serial security awards will be count, ad dollar for dollar
against other forms of eligibility. Vesrio said th at 800-900 students
here at the university are affected by social iwcurity benefits.

Parspactlva

Who's sorry now?

The crunch is here - crushing harder and faster - yes, what we
need is a rearrangement of priorities.

■

With as pertinent a program as financial aid tin such desperate
need of assistance itself, if money would happen to turn up
somewhere, out of the blue, instead of using it fo r inane purposes
like awarding bonuses to athletic coaches, why not offer it to a
worthy cause?

i

Letters welcome
Letters to the editor are welcome
on any subject. They should be
typed, less than 400 words, and
should contain the writer's name,
signature, address and telephone
number.
Letters should be delivered to the
Progress office in Wallace 348 by 4
p.m. the Monday before Thursday
publication.
The Progress does reserve the
right to limit the length of letters by
deleting sections of a letter.
The number or address of the
author will not be published unless

requested. Letters without a
signature or written under a false
name will not be published.
The summer staff of the Progress
will publish one mo. re issue Thursday. July 22. Regular weekly
publication will then resume Thursday, Aug. 26.
Any member of the university
community who is interested in submitting any guest opinion for
publication should contact the
editor in Wallace ;M8 or call
622-3106.
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Sad. Truly sad.
John W. Hinckley Jr. finaUy expresses a little remorse.
We finally hear "I'm sorry" from
the man that wounded the president
and three others more than a year
ago.
I just wonder - how do those
words sound? What impact do they
have an preridcntisl Press Secretary
James Brady?
Hinckley 'a sorry - not sorry that
he fired the shot leaving Brady permanently disabled - He's sorry that
Brady wasn't standing "two inches
out of the wsy."
That's some regret from the man
who may be released from the mental hospital as early aa August.
Several weeks ago, I spent a day
in tha Washington. D.C. District
Courthouse observing the Hinckley
trial
I wondered than how Hinckley
fait about his actions He certainly
hadn't i-tptssssd any sorrow at that
point.
At the time, the Library of Con
greee was displaying award winning
photos from 1961. several of which
depicted the shooting and the
aftermath.
Surely Hinckley would fssl
something if he saw the joyous faces
of the White House staff when
Brady returned in his wheelchair or
even the pained aaprsooiun of the
First Lady carrying a huge jar of jelly beans to her husband in the

Bath Wilson
ting testimony from various
phyachiatriaU?
How did he feel seeing the
boredom of reporters listening to
the same arguments day after day?
And what was it like knowing
there were several curioua onlookers
present who just wanted to be a
part of what would probably be one
of the most historical trials of the
decade?
That afternoon I thought a lot
about Hinckley s inner feelings. I
wondered about all tha things that

It won't be long before the controversy of the Hinckley case will
subside and other headlines will
dominate the media.
Future generations will read
about the incident in their history

XWi her* por
Joe's r«*dirtQ
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I wondered again how be fait as
I watched his parents sitting in
front of me in the courtroom that
day. The strained smiles, tha
understanding glances trying to
reassure each other during their
eon's trial.
What want through hie mind seeing them there, day after day, knowing they were behind him, knowing
they loved him? Was he "sorry" for
the obvious hurt In their eyes?
What was ha t»««i«M«»g as he
watched the frustration and confusion tha jury must have bean fssling after hearing scores of confbe-

were going through his mind and if
regret was among his thoughts.
Obviously not.
For now, he has said thoae words
that can often mean so much. But,
coming from him, they carry an
empty, meaningless connotation.

IvW*
*

hooka. Perhaps they won't fssl the
impact of Brady's suffering. They
might not know the circumstances
of Hinckley's erased obsessions
which caused him to commit the
crime.
What they will learn about and
remember are tha precedents set by
the caas where a man attempted to
shoot the President of the United
States and waa found not guilty by
i of insanity.
And they too may ask if he was
even "sorry" for what he did.
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Building the faith

Baptists ready
for new center t
By Aadrea Crider
Staff writer
Construction workers and
bulldozers have frequented the corner of Kit Carson and University
drives for almost 10 months. During this time, and months before ,
Rick Trexler, director of the Baptist
Student Union, has made plans for
the new building that is almost completed there.
"The old facility we had was inadequate with our versatility of
usage.
"About 300 to 400 students are
involved in some way or another at
the center during the week," he said.
"The other facility was not big
enough."
So a new $750.00 building was
started in August of 1981. The
money for the building has been provided by the Kentucky Southern
Baptist Convention that is
associated with the Southern Baptist Convention.
The Baptist organizations give a
portion of their collections to support this organization, who in turn,
support the campus organization,
according to Trexler.
The move into the new building is
expected to begin around the end of
this month.

•

The new building contains 13.000
square feet and houses a chapel,
prayer
room,
classrooms,
library /conference room and lobby.
There will also be offices for the
director and receptionist. A multipurpose room with a kitchen facility and an apartment for a
maintenance and security person to
live are also planned, according to
Trexler.
"We are renting the facility we are
at right now (319 University Drive)
and will just move out of it and into the new one in July," said Trexler. "It's supposed to be done in
June."
Although the center has a chapel,
it is not a church. It is a campus

organization that is an affiliate of
Tates Creek Association of
Southern Baptists, according to
Trexler.
"We have no service here on campus," he said. "We encourage the
students to go to local churches and
we do not restrict our membership
to just the Baptist faith," he said.
The center offers services such as
Bible study, worship, choir, study
groups and socials.
"We also have a lunch encounter
one day a week at noon. It is a devotion service where we get together
and eat." he said.
Trexler said the center is a weekday organization whose goal is to
"offer opportunity for Christian
growth."
"We welcome anyone who is in-'
terested in coming down to be a part
of Christian fellowship," he said.

Photo by Alan Wheeler

The Baptist Student Union on University Drive nears completion

Refurbishing brings new Campus Clips
popularity to Sullivan Hall UCM film festival

BSU activities

By Shanda Pulliam
Editor
The Sullivan residents who packed their bags last Christmas and
cleared out of the 72-year-old dorm
to make way for its refurbishment,
certainly did so reluctantly.
They weren't so reluctant,
however, to sign up to live in the hall
during the 1982-83 year. In fact,
almost before the last resident had
walked out of the front door en route
to a new spring home, Sullivan Hall
was booked full for the following
year.
According to Mabel Criswell,
associate director of housing, the
housing office "can't put everybody
in who wants in."
Those women who are secured a
room in the hall will be introduced
to a new Sullivan when they check
in for the fall semester, for after six
months of work, the rejuvenation is
nearly complete and by Aug. 1, the
hall will be reoccupied.

According to Earl Baldwin, vice
president of business affairs, the
university purchased the remodeling contract from Hibbit's Construction Co. of London for
1408.960.
When university maintenance
men began hauling out the furniture
Dec. 21, a list of recommendations
offered by Larry Westbrook, director of public safety, on making
Sullivan Hall safer, were slated to
be implemented.
Jeannette Crockett, dean of
women, says that most of the
"refurbishing" is complete.
"I like to call it refurbishing
because there are some existing
things that weren't changed." she
said. "We're pleased with the
progress."
Crockett said she is anxious to see
how one experiment in particular
turns out - the carpeting of the
hallways.

"In the past anyone on the floor
could hear the first footstep that hit
the hall and they could tell about
where they stopped." Crockett
laughed. "The carpet will be attractive and conducive to study."
Crockett said that the painting
has been done, the fire-rated doors
have been installed, the boiler room
has been petitioned off from the
laundry room and the glass transoms above the doors have been
removed.
Also among the changes are the
replacement of paneled walls with
sheet-rocked walls, installment of
storm windows, enclosure of the
stairwells on each end of the
building for an improved fire escape
and treatment of the inside walls.
The floors have been sanded, said
Crockett, and those floors with tile
will be replaced with new tile. Also,
the lighting of the hall has been
changed from incandescent to
flourescent.

EARL'S SUZUKI
& HONDA

The Baptist Student Union holds
A free film festival is being sponsored through July by United Cam- worship every Wednesday night at
pus Ministries. A film is presented 6 p.m. The BSU is open each
every Monday at 9:15 p.m. in the weekday.
Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building. Short discussions of the
film will follow the showing. The
Every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
film schedule is:
United Methodist Campus Center.
July 5
Question 7
July 12
Autobiography of Miss United Campus Ministries, the Bap
list Student Union and the
Jane Pittman
Methodist Center are joining for
July 19
I Never Sang for My
supper and volleyball. The cost is $ 1
Father
July 26
Summer of My German and anyone is welcome.
Soldier

Supper, volleyball

Special course
Public and Report Communication, a non-credit special interest
course will be offered July 12 and
Aug. 2 through the Division of
Special Programs.
For more information about
meeting times and course costs, or
to register for either session, call
622-1444.

EKU film series

The summer film series is provided
for
students,
all employees of the university and
their families. The admission charge
is $1 per person and the films will
be shown on every Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday through July
28 at 7 and 7:30 p.m. in the Grise
and Ferrell rooms of the Combs
building.

FOURTH OF JUiy
SPECIAL

$349.

OFFER GOOD ONLY AT
RICHMOND FAMOUS RECIPE
FRI.2 thru SUN.4

$10.24

Electronic Games in Town!

Reg. $12.24
SAVE $2.00

BRING IN THIS
AD FOR
4 FREE GAMES
229 Hallie Irvine St.
Richmond
623-9295

m

Hours: Noon til 11p.m. Daily
SUZUKI"

University Shopping Center
Behind Long John Silvers

SALE

The Big sale is going on now!
SHOES
Our shoe racks won't 'torture" you...
rack after rack
of outstanding shoe values!

CLOTHES
Save '/a to '/i on many summer items...
•All womens dresses
*AU womens swimwear
NOW '/i OFF
*AU mens ewimwear
*All mens Levi ahirtsiskort sUeve)
•MANY OTHER SPECIALS*

We will also be open on July 4th,l-€pm
"HOME OF THE CLASSMATE OF
v
THE MONTH"
HOURS:
MM-SM.

4SS EASTERN
BV PASS
SMOP«RS
VILLAOC

Sun

•

Ptwoe
•242727

RICHMOND
KSNTUCKV
Tkr Coffrgr Shop"

MflMfrifif lilt *Mgr-"?y,

'.;_-

l»»m

SPECIAL ON

ANY REGULAR
SUNDAE

tsilJfaifcte

FAMOUS RECIPE'S ECONOMY PAK
12 pieces of golden brown Famous Recipe Fried Chicken
1 pint mashed potatoes and 'It pint gravy
1 pint creamy cole slaw and 9 biscuits
NO SUBSTITUTIONS AT THIS MICE PLEASE

expires July 4,82

Try our Sundae best.
There's nothing like a Baskin-Robbins Hot
Fudge Sundae. Our double dip of rich Vanilla
Ice Cream is the creamiest. Our Hot Fudge is
the chocolat-iest. Our chopped, toasted
almonds are the crunchiest
Try one soon. We're open daily And sundaes

BASKIN-ROBBINS
ICC CREAM STORE

4»

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

"^Jt-

NEXT TO THE

REGAL LIQUOR STORE
On South Hwy 25

THE WY WE MAKE IT
IS MAKING US FAMOUS.
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Chaffin * celebrates' success
as state's Poet Laureate
By Mary Rudersdorf
Staff writer
"I celebrate myaaif. kind of a brag
line I suppose,'' laughs l.illie Chaffin, the state's Poet Laureate. "Kind
of like Walt Whitman's poem in
which he celebrated himself. If the
rest of the world doesn't celebrate
you then why not celebrate
yourself."
Chaffin. who was one of the
featured writers at last week's
Creative Writing Conference held
here, knows both the bright side and
the dark side of writing poetry.
"Sometimes you want the world
to revolve around you but the world
goes on its way, then depression
sets in. I don't let that bother me,"
says Chaffin. "If the world doesn't
appreciate me. that's okay, I'll just
appreciate myself. If you get to the
place where you are ashamed of
yourself, you're not proud of some
things you've done, said or are doing, then it's time you get out of
that thing or you will become
depressed."
Chaffin was reared on a farm in
Pike County, the youngest daughter
of considerably older parents. She
never felt very close to her older
sisters because of the vast age difference between them. Chaffin spent
a lonely childhood and feels this
may explain her delight in solitude.

"Loneliness is the beat preparation
for a life of writing. Other people say
you should grow up in a big famii.
where all this storytelling goes on.
Maybe for the writer who enjoys
storytelling, but for the person who
writes poetry or serious fiction of
the literary type, lonliness prepares
you."
"I was writing things that I called poems when I was four and five
years old. After I got up in high
school it was my greatest delight
when I'd have to write something
for an assignment in high school,"
she said. "Everybody else would cry
and complain, but I loved it."
Chaffin started writing fiction
after she became a teacher for the
Pike County schools. Her first story
was published in "Instructor
Magazine," a publication for
teachers. Chaffin's first work with
a literary magazine was when she
became the editor of "Twigs." the
Pikeville College literary magazine.
After four years she started her own
literary magazine which was called

"Stonemarrow." Chaffin has since
moved to Lexington where she joined a group called the Lexington
Poets, who publish a book annually.
Chaffin s work has been published in magazines and books ranging
from "Jack and Jill" to "Appalachian History and Other
Poems." Her book of poems "8th
Day 13th Moon" was nominated for
the Pulitzer Prize. Her latest work
of fiction. "John Henry McCoy"
won the Child Study Association of
America Award for 1971.
"My writing has probably been influenced by Ana Sexton more than
anybody." says Chaffin. "She wrote
about subjects that I have never
known anybody to write about. I
read it and reread it I didn't try to
imitate her, but it was her writings
that really moved me."
"1 feel that Sexton must nave experienced the same deep dark,
depression like that of Edgar Allen
Poe," she says. "The best way to
keep from commiting suicide, like
they did. the best thing to do is keep
yourself from writing anything of
that type. Going in like a surgeon
and dissecting yourself and finding
these things does tend to bring on
a strange, dragging depression."
She says there is a certain agony
involved in writing. Sometimes
there is such pleasure and exquisite

9

pain that you feel you should be
paying the world to let you writs
rather than the world paying you to
writ*.

"The past year and a halt 1
haven't spent time writing. I have
written four or five poems at the
most." she says "After my husband died I was in such s stats of
shock and grief that I sold my
house. I spent a lot of time packing,
I was on the road quits a bit going
here and there and everywhere. I
moved to Florida and went through
this awful period of grief.
"I began taking dancing lessons in
Florida. I figured, what the hack. I'd
never danced in my life. I was raised in the old Baptist church where
dancing is considered a sin." she
chuckles. "I met this guy and went
out dancing four or five nights a
week. I was going through a transition period You could say I was trying to come back to myself."
The advice Chaffin offers aspiring
writers is almost prophetic in its
content for success.
"Read. read, read, read you have
got to read. And then write, writs
something original. The best
writings are lies that tell the truth
better than the truth would It's using the imagination to take a small
something and to be able to create
something entirely new and different from it.
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Llllle Chaffin -- poet, writer, teacher

Is there 'Still Life in the Rolling Stones?
By Randy Patrick
Staff writer
"Thank you very much for
waiting. New Jersey," the announcer's voice can be heard yelling
above the din of the crowd and the
pleasant sounds of old-time swing
music. "Would you please welcome
THE ROLLING STONES!"
Just then the jazz ends and Keith
Richards rudely breaks into the
opening chords of "Under My
Thumb," as the crowd goes wild.
And so begins the newest live
release by the much-touted
"World's Greatest Rock and Roll
Band."
"Still Life" is more than just
another live album. 11 is a documentary of one of the most momentous
occasions in recent rock history: the
1981 Rolling Stones Tour of the
United States, a tour which began
in Worcester, Mass. on Sept. 14 at
a small club called Sir Morgan t.
Cove, and which ended right here in
the Bluegrass at Lexington's Rupp
Arena in December. The Rupp concert was a last-minute addition to
the 23-city schedule. It was especially noteworthy; at $16 a ticket (probably the highest price ever for a
concert at the arena) it was the
largest indoor gathering ever
assembled in Kentucky at 23.400
"Welcome!" shouts Mick. "Hope
you're have a good time there ...
drinking a few beers, smoking a few
joints ... all right! 'Let's Spend the
Night Together!""
"Having a good time" is what
rock music's all about, and nobody
knows that better than the Stones.
As Keith once said in an interview
in "Rolling Stone" magazine " . .
.the minute rock and roll reaches the
head, forget it...Rock and roll: it's a
few moments when you can forget
about nukes and racism and all the
other evils God's kindly thrown
upon us."
Especially is this true now. Gone
are the last vestiges of the
decadence trip they were on. which
reached its climax at Altamont in
1969. when members of the Hell's
Angels killed a man in plain view of
the stage while J agger sang "Sympathy for the Devil."
The Rolling Stones are more
mature now. Richards has kicked
his herion habit and Jagger is as fit
and trim as an Alpo dog. Ronnie
Wood's as bright and bubbly as
ever: Charlie Watts has become a
sophisticated English gentleman,
and BUI Wyman...Well who knows
anything about Wyman anyway?

Review
Nobody's ever been able to
penetrate his Vulcan-like personality to find out what's going on with
him.
But the most obvious clue that
the band has cleaned up its act is the
repertoire of songs on the album.
They're all happy songs. No more
allusions to Satan or dead flowers or
sticking knives right down people's
throats. There's really nothing more
controversial on this record than a
few sexist remarks, which Jagger
just can't seem to get away from:

critic Chet Flippo called them.
He's right, much to the chagrin of
the punk rock movement which
labeled the Stones senile old men only s few years ago.
But where are the punk rockers
now? Isn't that jtut like punks?
The manic frenzy of "Shattered"
can match anything those brats
have to offer, anyhow. "Look at
ME!" begs Mick gesturing to his
ridiculously bony torso, which is
flopping around on stage like some
rag doll, "I've been shattered"
"Life is just s cocktail party," he
philosophizes. He's given to commenting on the New York mystique.
"Go ahead, bite the Big Apple, " he
teases. "Don't mind the maggots."
"I'm too tired to rock" goes the

'Having a good time' is what rock music's
all about, and nobody knows that better
than the Stones.
"Do you think I m giving you the
brush off? WE1I. I'm just telling you
to shove off."
"I feel so strong that I can't
describe, whoa no," he sings. For a
bunch of middle-aged men who, for
20 years together, lived every
minute of their lives to the limit.
"...Aren't you hungry for success?
Excess. Excess. EXCESS!!!''
They've somehow managed to maintain that same level of vitality which
has made them audience pleasers
the world over.
"Rich grown men perpetuating
the myth of adolescent rebellion."

refrain of the Eddie Cochran song,
"Twenty Flight Rock."
Who's Jagger kidding? He never unwinds Where does all of that energy
come from?
"Once you start me up, I'll never
stop," he warns the girl who could
make a dead man do something
stiffs aren't supposed to. Heh, heh!
Now, that's more like the Mick Jagger we all know.
"I'll take you places that you've
never never been," he promisee.
If the Rolling Stones are
anything, they're sexual.
"I'm just a fellow with a one-track

PLASMA
DONORS
earn as
much as

SUB
CENTER
624-2435
FREE DELIVERY
Corner of W. Ma in -3rd

DON'T BE
DISAPPOINTED
FOR EARLY
DELIVERIES
WE START
AT
10:00 AM.
.FREE
SMALL DRINK
WITH PURCHASE OF
MINI SUB
WITH COUPON

70°° A MONTH

while helping others
ceS

Time ia on their side. For a band
that's been the undisputed rulers of
the realm of rock since most university students were practically in
diapers, they haven't loet any of

their glamour or their talent. If
anything they keep getting better.
"You just wait and see," croons
Mick. "You 11 come running back to
me."
It may be sooner than you think.
"You've been wonderful. Well see
you next year. Goodbye.
As the lights come on and the
smoke beings to clear, Jimi Henrix'
electrified version of the "Star
Spangled Banner" reverberates
amidst the explosions of fireworks
and the applause.

\}[owex± ana (gina

ALL
STUDENTS
WELCOME
Flowers And Gifts For All Occasions
Shopper Village
Eastern By-Pats
Richmond, Ky. 40475

_

VISA and MASTERCARD
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®

TELE 623-4257
FREE DELIVERY
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MEDIUM DRINK
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MONSTER SUB
WITH COUPON
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in drag. Doesn't matter if you come
in stag, "as long as its pleasure that
you lack."
The most moving song on the
whole LP, though, is a slow emotionfilled version of "Time is on My
Side." The audience instantly
recognizes the connotations and
responds accordingly.

iMATH & SCIENCES
MAJORS

$

Have A Happy

•TaVsf ■#V'0fWjMm>0teT

ia

LARGE DRINK

Ma Kelly's Restaurant

WITH PURCHASE OF
OUTRAGEOUS SUB

"GOOD HONE-STYLE COOKING"

WITH COUPON

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY
BREAKFAST 6:00 AM-10:00 AM
LUNCH 9:00 AM-4:00 PM

l*W*_i

BUFFET STYLE
428 N. 3rd
Richmond, Ktntucky

GOOD THRU

623-3342
■Wh*m Good Ftimdt md Good Food Mom'
\,

mind," the singer admits."What
ever it is is I want, I just seek and
I shall find"
Perhaps the song most blatantly
physical is "Satisfaction." A perennial favorite from the early 60s, it
summarizes the frustrations of a
whole generation accustomed to
even greater indulgences.
The disc contains a previously
tinreleesed cut, "Going to a Go Go."
which evidently plays on their mass
appeal. Everybody's got to go.
"Doesn't matter if you're black.
Doesn't
matter
if
you're
white...Doesn't matter if you come

t
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AS AH AM FORCE OFFICER AT FULL SAURY TOM WILL
SPEND II MONTHS AT Til AM FORCE INSTITUTE OF
TKNNOLOCT EARNING AN HrtWEtRMrC DMttl. *

CooUctMSgt.DoBOv«tey,100E.VineSt.,Rni.301,
Lexington, KY (233-2863) or schedule an Interview on
campus through the placement center.
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Campus Living
Music camp provides
chance
for
students
4
to band' together
By Randy Patrick
Staff writer
Activity abounds in the lobby of
the Campbell Building on Sunday
afternoon as students from various
junior high and high schools
throughout the eastern United
States await registration.

Originally it was six weeks, then it
gradually decreased to five and then
four.
"This is the instrumental portion
of it," be said. " Next Saturday we'll
have vocals coming in."
Exactly what is the Foster camp?
"It's a musk camp. It's not just
band.
It's
orchestra.
It's
band. It's small ensembles, jazz
ensembles, brass choir, clarinet
choir. If you could think of a combination of instruments you could
put together during this two weeks,
it's likely here that you're going to
find some of them."

One girl sits cross-legged on the
floor playing a clarinet. Others are
engaged in conversation. Parents
proudly point to their children's
accomplishments. Sounds of brass
instruments and laughter echo
through the halls. It's summer and
once again the Stephen Poster
Music Camp is in session.
"I think it'll be quieter in my office." says Dr. Robert Hartwell,
director of the camp.
Inside he shuffles through the
clutter on his desk.
"Well, we've had the longest
we've ever had to get ready for this
year's camp, because we didn't hold
the first two weeks session of
instrumental camp, but it just
seems like there's something going
on all the time."
Ordinarily the camp would run for
four weeks, Hartwell explained.

What's a typical day like?
"The average kid will start out...
let's say he's in the brass choir.
Then tomorrow morning, he'll start
out at 8:30 in the brass choir. At
9:45 he'll go into the band. He'll be
in full band for two hours. He'll eat
lunch and come back.
"He's a pretty good trumpet
player, so he's in the jazz ensemble.
The jazz ensemble meets from a
quarter of one 'til two. At two he's
a pretty good performer, so he plays
in the orchestra. Then, we either

have something planned in the way
of evening activity, or he has time
for swimming, or whatever he wants
to do, within bounds, of course."
•••
Mary Durham is a small pretty
girl with shortly cropped brown hair
and dark eyes, which dart around
the room as she speaks. She seems
shy about being interviewed.
This is the second year in camp
for the sophomore French horn
player from Dalton High School in
Dalton, Ga.
She came back because she "loved it. It was a a lot of fun. You're
always doing something."
A series of concerts will be held
next week. The orchestra concert
will be held Saturday at Gifford
Theater. On Sunday, if the weather
permits, there will be a band concert
in the James Van Persem
Pavilion, which is named after the
chairman of the music department
who began the camp 47 years ago.
Small ensembles will be held
Wednesday. July 7 and Thursday,
July 8, a vocal concert is scheduled.
The gala concert Friday, July 9.

Photo by Man Wheeler

High school band members rehearse at Foster Music Camp
will begin with a banquet at 6:30
p.m., and will include vocal, band
and orchestra performances.
Hartwell. who has been involved
with the camp for about 15 years,
said that most of the students are
sophomores and juniors, with a few
seniors, from as far away as
Michigan and Florida.
"There aren't as many from out

Gifted children are enriched
By Teresa Rizzardi
Guest writer
"We're just normal kids who enjoy the same things other kids our
age do."
This was the response of
13-year-old Steve Spur lock, a
youngster from Hazard who thinks
of himself aa a typical average boy.
And perhaps he is - but he's very
special too.
Spurkxk is one of 120 youngsters
to participate in Eastern's third annual Summer Enrichment Program
for students who are often termed
irifted and talented."
The children who were accepted
into the program had to be
nominated by the school they attend, and they alao had to qualify
under one of the following four
categories:
1)Achievement test scores or school
achievement had to be two grade
levels higher than their present
grade level
2 (Score 120 or higher on a standard
IQ test
3)Demonstrate a high level of
creativity in at least one area.
•There's a great need for this type

of program," said Adrianna Francis,
director of the program. "We had to
turn away some students with an
IQ of 160 or higher."
Eastern's overnight program is
the only one of its kind in the state
and its primary purpose is to make
the public aware of the needs of
these children.
In past years, there were no programs for the gifted and talented
children. However, today many
schools are beginning to have advanced classes.
Although these youngsters are
typical in many ways, they do seem
to possess the natural ability to
learn and comprehend at a much
faster pace than the average child.
"They are motivated, inquisitive,
creative and have a keen curiosity
for knowledge," said Dr. Don Birdd.
the exploratory science teacher during the two-week program.
But, how many children wouldn't
be interested in s program designed to enrich them intellectually in a
recreational way? The youngsters
aging from 9 to 14 participated in
classes ranging from tracing
ancestors to computers, from

oragami (Japanese paper folding) to
berpetology (study of snakes and
reptiles.)
And this was just the beginning.
The youngsters also participated in
exploratory activities including an
environmental trip to May woods, a
university-owned recreational area,
explorations in archeology and learning the art of beekeeping.
And if this wasn't enough, the
students also spent their evening
hours with such social activities as
swimming, skating and seeing
various movies such as the film
"Annie."
But entertainment seemed to be
a minor aspect of the program, the
students were more enthusiastic
about their classes.
"The classes are fun. but you do
learn from them," said Erik Bard,
a 13-year-old student from Campbellsville. "I like the way the
teachers approach problems,' he
said. "They get the kids to solve
their own problems."
"Many of our students in this program make lasting friendships and
write each other regularly," Francis
said. This is an important aspect of

the program, she added, "giving
students the chance to meet other
students with common interests
and yet very different backgrounds
and experiences."

of state as we have had in some
years, he noted. "I think that's
probably because of the economy. I
suspect that."
Have budget cuts affected the
program?

A t one time. "... the camp did enjoy some university assistance, but
it's been necessary with the budget
cuts that this all now be a selfsupport ng factor. I don't know that
it shouldn't have been years ago.''

People Poll
By Shanda Pulliam
Photos by Robbie Miracle
How do you like the everyday, four-day class week in the fall
compared to the regular fall and spring semester schedule?

"Any child who would leave home
and go to a college campus is
already motivated and willing to
learn." said Judy Issacs, art
teacher.
And students in her class made
ceramics, calligraphy macrame,
silkscreening for T-shirts and other
types of cloth, and even learned how
to take photographs with an
oatmeal box ... all in just one week.
But these students don't really
see themselves as "gifted or
talented." As Spurlock commented.
"I never thought of myself as gifted,
it's an honor to be in the program,
but I don't want anyone to make a
fuss," he added.
But Mrs. Issacs sees these
youngsters' talent in quite a different way. "These kids catch on so
quick that they're waiting for me to
introduce new things in class. And
this makes teaching them such a
joy."

Mary Jane Enochs

Stephanie Thomas

Chenault: always courting law
By Mary Rudersdorf
Staff writer
Extreme dedication and hard
work made it possible for Judge
James S. Chenault to complete law
school at the University of Kentucky only one year after
graduating from Eastern.
"My father was a lawyer and my
grandfather was a lawyer." said
Chenault. "I followed in those
footsteps and thought that it was
what I had always wanted to do. I
waa born and raised in Richmond
and loafed around in my father's office. I just always assumed that's
what I wanted to do."
Chenault was the recipient of the
1982 Outstanding Alumnus award
given out by Eastern's Alumni
Association.- He has distinguished
himself across the Commonwealth
and nation for his leadership and integrity in the legal and judicial
profession.
"Whan I was a kid my mother had
a boarding house that catered mainly to college professors, male and
female. It turned into a marriage
bureau, about sight couples met and
married at my mother's boarding
house. We still live in the house and
remodeled it when my daughter was
two years old."
Chenault feels that the most difficult cases be has ever had have
been two in which he has imposed
the death penalty.
"At times it's vary difficult being
a judge, it's getting more difficult
all the time." ha said. "We're getting more particular about the steps
being followed in the court. The
lawyers themselves are becoming
more and more particular, more important issues are being raised,
they're becoming more thorough.
I'm in my 16th year as a judge, the
particularity of the cases must be
handled now with much more time;
It has become much more tedious.
So many things had bean brought
to court that weren't considered
court problems.
Chenault is the first judge to
replace court reporters with video
taps cameras. He feels Chafthis

technical innovation will speed the
judicial process.
"We have available to us the
technology to accurately record not
only the human word but the picture of the human speaking it and
so why not at least give a shot to see
how this would work. It is purely experimental, it may not work, but we
think it will because it is so much
more accurate," he said.
"Court reporters have followed
basically the same method of recording and writing it down whether in
speed writing or in shorthand, and
then writing it out in longhand. The
main thing is omitting the errors.
whether it's missing what they hear
or hearing it right and writing it
down improperly."
The main reason the state
supreme court allowed the experiment was because of the 91 courts
at the circuit court level, says
Chenault.
"Isn't it far better to put in the
money and the equipment and try
it out on a one court basis and even
if it fails we've saved a great deal of
money." said Chenault.
Chenault has been involved in the
Kentucky Modal Courts Project, the
Citizen's Committee for Judicial
Reform, held memberships in the
American, Kentucky and Madison
County bar associations. Ths
American Judicature Society and
ths International Academy of Trial
Judges.
He has alao serve as president of the
Younger Lawyers Conference. Kentucky State Bar Association, ths
Madison County Bar Association,
ths Commonwealth Attorney
Association of Kentucky and ths
Kentucky Association of Court
Judges.
Preeently Chenault is serving as
chairman of the courts section of the
Kentucky Crime Commission.
Chenault has two principle bobbies. His outside booby is gardening and working around the house.
His inside activity is reading and he
travels whan he can. Chenault
describes himself aa an armchair
sports enthusiast.
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Donnie Peace
John Madigan. 20; marketing:
Hudson. Ohio; senior
I prefer going to class every
other day because you get a
break instead of having to go
over the same stuff. It can get
boring if you have a boring
professor.
Mary Jane Enochs. 21; biology:
Lexington; junior
I like summer school better
because you have Fridays off and
it makes it easier to go to classes
all week without skipping any.

Chenault: 1982 Outstanding Alumnus
"I enjoy biographies, well-written
biographies of interesting people. I
enjoy principly non-fictional works,
I read very little fiction. I'm engaged in too much of life to involve
myself in a fictional venture."
Becoming Eastern's Outstanding
Alumnus is not ths only award that
Chenault has received In 1974 he
was recognized as one of the
school's outstanding alumni and
during the same year waa ths reci
plant of the annual award from the
Kentucky Council on Crime and
Delinquency far his contributions to
improve the criminal justice system
in the state. Chenault was alao
1

honored in 1974 as Madison s County's Outstanding Citizen
"I hr[T—*** to be there the night
they announced me as Eastern's
Outstanding Alumnus.'' said
Chenault smiling broadly. "I did not
have any notion that was going to
happen. They had asked me to come
and when they were rading it off I
realized, well, that's me. I fait a
great deal of humility. I felt sort of
inadequate far that award to begin
with I felt vary humble, that's
tometM"r you don't solicit. You
know you have no hand in it so you
have a dasp sense of appreciation.
I guess that about sums it up."

John Poncer. 25; IET; Danville;
senior
I like the long weekends. I
don't notice the extrs 15
minutes.
Stephanie Thomas, 19; health
records: ShdbyvlUe; freshman
I like it lots better. It's not as
hectic and you get more individual help than you do in the
fall. During the summer, the instructor's office hours are longer
and you can sit and get
acquainted.
Cindy Halhaaer. 23; marketing;
Cincinnati; senior
I love it. Ths three-day

weekend is a nice break, rou")
just as much done during the
week with the extra 15 minutes.
Gregory W. Holmes. 18; law;
Alabama; freshman
I like the long weekends. You
have more time to study and get
some pleasure and leisure time in.
Jannene Boehm, 22; business
education; Richmond; senior
I prefer summer school. You
get more out of it because you go,
every day. The extra 15 minutes
provides that extra explanation
time. Also, there aren't as many
people here so there aren't as
many distractions.
Tun Chisholm, 19; accounting;
Pleasureville; sophomore
I like it a whole lot better. They
put a little more work on you but
it's not bad. You get it over with
quicker. Also, there is more free
time after class.
Donate Peace, 19; marketing;
Louisville; sophomore
I like it. It gives you Thursday
night to do what you want and
not have to worry about getting
up early on Friday. But 111 be
glad when it's over.
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Good sees 3-pointer as bomb;
says shot clock ticks him off
By Brian Blair
Sports editor
As far as Colonel basketball coach
Max Good is concerned, the Ohio
Valley Conferences IOVC) new
30-second shot clock and three-point
field goal do not exist.
Sort of.
"We're going to try as much as
possible to eliminate them from our
minds from the beginning of the
season," he said.
Earlier this month, the OVC
athletic directors and coaches voted
to install a shot clock requiring a
team to shoot within 30 seconds or
lose possession of the ball. This rule
will not apply during the final four
minutes of the game or during overtime periods. They also voted to
award three points instead of the
normal two for any shot made
beyond a 19-foot arc.
Good said he's already told his
players that he's saving a special
spot for the overzealous chap who
spends too much time shooting
behind the three-point stripe. He'll
have a reserved seat next to the
coach on the bench.
It's not that every 19-footer
should be labeled a bomb, mind you.
But in effect. Good seems to believe
that a three-pointer by any othei
name would smell as bad especially when there might be
higher percentage shots available on
a given play.
"I really hate the three-point field
goal." he admitted. "I think it
cheapens the game."
Good is not the first college coach
to oppose it. Nor is the OVC the
first conference to adopt it. But
Good says the conference is one of
the few to adopt both the threeFftapheto
pointer and the shot clock.
He mentioned that the Southern Max Good, Colonel head basketball coach, is against both Ohio Valley Conference rule changes but voted for
Conference became one of the first them . "They would have passed anyway," he said.
to use the new rules, which have
been accepted into a number of conferences lately - especially within
imposed little negative impact last
Don Combs, the university's
1982-83 Colonels will feature a
the last several months.
season. He said conference statistics bench strong enough to face the
director of intercollegiate athletics,
show only 18 violations of the rule.
voted for the shot clock but against
challenge.
Good said he believes the first few adoption of the three-pointer.
Not to mention enough quickness
conferences which adopted the
Good doesn't expect many
and outside shooters to handle both
three-pointer probably did so for
30-second violations for the coming of the new rules.
"The way I looked at it, with most
various reasons -- especially if they of next season's recruits already
season, which opens on Nov. 27
needed a fresh drawing card to fill signed, it puts some of the teams at
"We have several people who
against Clinch Valley at Alumni
empty seats. But he struggles to ex- a great disadvantage." he said. "If Coliseum.
regularly shoot from 19 feet or furplain the logic behind the OVC's you don't already have the good outther," said the second-year coach.
"Ninety percent of the teams todecision.
And the quickness?
side shooter, you don't have enough day shoot within 30 seconds or
less," he said.
"I don't know what was wrong time to get one."
"Oh, there's no doubt we're the
with the game in the first place." he
quickest league in the country," he
He decided to accept the idea of
According to Good, the clock prosaid. "I wish they would have left the shot clock when he discovered bably will affect depth more than
said. "This (the changes) may
thing* like they were."
that the Sun Belt's 45-second clock anything else. And he said that the embellish the little guy's skills."

OVC Athlete of the Year

Floyd continues to reap honors
Put another feather in George
Floyd's cap.
Floyd, the Colonels' two-time AllAmerican defensive back who signed with the National Football
League's New York Jets, was
recently selected as the 1981-82
Ohio Valley Conference Men's
Athlete of the Year.
Floyd edged Middle Tennessee's
Jerry Beck, a basketball star, in the
final voting, becoming the first
university athlete to win the award
since basketball's James "Turk"
Tillman won the honor in 1978-79.
"This is certainly a great honor

ROBERTS MOTOR
SERVICE

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
EOR THE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY
SAME LOCATION
Since 1946
123 Ch rch St.
623-3970

for George since he was chosen
among a group of athletes who have
competed on not only a national, but
an international level," said Don
Combs, director of intercollegiate
athletics. "We are very pleased for
him that he was able to attain the
high level of competitiveness while
playing four years for the university and wish him the best of luck in
the pros."
A 5-10. 190-pound native of
Brooksville. Fla.. Floyd, who was
selected in the NFL's fourth round,
enjoyed quite a collegiate career for
the Colonels. He was a two-year

Associated Press and Kodak firstteam All American in 1980 and
1981. In those two seasons, in addition to being named first-team AllOVC, he was also the recipient of
the conference's Most Valuable
Player on Defense award.
Floyd has set or tied 10 EKU or
OVC single season, game, or career
records in his four seasons. His Colonel career marks include: most
punts returned (78); most yards on
punt returns (583); most passes intercepted (22); most yards on interception returns (328).
Floyd's single-season marks at

During his four-year career at
Eastern in which the Colonels won
41 of 50 games. Floyd was credited
with 239 tackles and 161 assists.
Also, in this span, Eastern won one
NCAA championship
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The second annual EKU girls
basketball camp under head
women's basketball coach Dianne
Murphy attracted 126 girls from
Kentucky and surrounding states
last week.
The girl's high school teams from
Corbin. Knox Central, Letcher
High, M.C. Napier. Allen County
and Evarts High attended the
camp, while individual campers
came from aa far away as Cincinnati
and Montana, as wall as from Richmond and Berea.
The campers were divided into
three levels. There were 33 junior
pros from ages 10-13, 48 collegiates
from ages 14-15 and 44 proa from
ages 16-18.
Murphy received help in directing
the camp from Eastern women's
assistant Nell Hensley, four Colonel
players and a coaching staff of eight
college and high school coaches.
Senior Tina Wermuth, junior
Karen Evans and sophomores Shannon Brady and Velma Jordan were

the Eastern players who assisted.
They were joined by Jackie ;
Bearden, Lori Hines and Teresa ■
Hill.
The coaching staff consisted of ,
Debbie Bumpus. head coach at ;
Missouri Western, Willard Farris,
head coach at Corbin High School,
Korrine Freeze, assistant coach at
Southwest Missouri and Connie
Keasling. head coach at Midway
College.
Others included Pat Megel,;
graduate assistant for the Eastern !
men last year, Linda Moore, head '
coach at Scott High School. Rich \
Roaensteel,
head coach at;
Greensburg Central in Pittsburgh ■
and Jo Sloan, assistant coach at'
Union College.
Max Good's boys basketball
camp which was scheduled to run
through this week, was canceled
because not enough players applied.
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Kenny Elliott knew something about helping others at least six months
before he heard about the freshman on the verge of suicide.
He had reached out the previous summer, bringing the message of
basketball and God to hundreds of young Africans when he toured the
continent on a mission known as Sports Ambassadors.
The basketball clinics he conducted caught their attention, opening their
eyes to a kind of physical release. The religious committment he espoused
brushed their souls, promising a kind of spiritual renewal.
To be sure, the man knew about helping others.
So it should come as no surprise that the former Colonel basketball
guard closed his Bible and opened his heart that evening in February of
1979. That was the night when a visitor mentioned that a friend of his
- who had lost his sight as a teenager and loat his perspective aa a university student - wanted to find meaning in his lUf.
Or die and perhaps find meaning in death. ~
The student wanted to read the Bible just as Elliott had been doing,
but others did not always have the time to read to him.
He wanted help, and Kenny Elliott knew about helping others.
Max Good, Colonel basketball coach, will tell you this even today.
"Kenny sought people out. and the only problem with that was that so
many people dumped on him," he said recently.
Maybe he knew how to listen. More importantly, maybe he knew how
to give.
Oh. the assists on the basketball floor had their place. Box scores kept
tabs on such matters. But Kenny Elliott was more a figure of compassion than a mere statistical figure.
The student on the verge of suicide discovered this when Elliott lent
him his cassete tape collection of the New Testament. The tapes clearly
held sentimental value for the athlete, then a senior. The opportunity seemed to outweigh the cost, though, and if there was any other weight to
consider, it materialized in the burden of a fellow man.
Kenny Elliott knew about helping.
The student didn't know Elliott was a basketball player, but it didn't
matter. Because of the blindness, he had never seen an Elliott dunk,
though he might have felt the rim rattle a time or two on game nights
even from his Dupree Hall dorm room.
Elliott had never seen the student, though he might have understood
the confusion that spun him like a basketball with a bad bounce. There
was so much to overcome - a drug habit, a group of gutless friends, and
above all. a doubt of a supreme being.
Elliott knew that God saw them not as a student-athlete and a student
druggie, but simply as two human beings.
And he must have thought about the student often, because he asked
about him every time he saw the fellow who had visited his room that
night to talk basketball.
The visitor saw Elliott not long ago on a Lexington television station,
talking about the basketball "dirt bowl" tournament he was directing
in his hometown of Lexington.
And he remembered that the friend never found the courage to simply
drop by and talk with Elliott, despite the fact that several invitations
were extended.
Perhaps he never fully realized that Kenny Elliott, aa much a
humanitarian as anyone, merely wanted to help.
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Eastern, which were all set during
the past season, include most passes
intercepted (10), moat punts returned (36), and most yards on punt
returns (314). He owns OVC standards for career yards on interception return* and shares the league
mark for interceptions and longest
pass interceptioon return (100 yards
in 1980 vs. Youngstown State).
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Upward Bound
motivates group
By Shanda Pulliam
Editor
University sophomore Sheila
Hamilton stood in the hallway of
the second floor of McGregor Hall
chatting with a visitor - rather, trying to chat. Every few seconds she
would have to stop and answer to
the taps on her shoulder from the
high school girls who were passing
by.
Some had called her away for
genuine heart to heart talks: others
merely wanted to say "Hi."
Sheila Hamilton is obviously a
very popular person these days to
the residents of second floor
McGregor Hall.
To them, she's a counselor, a
teacher.
an
organizer.
a
disciplinarian ... but most importantly, she's a friend.
Hamilton is one of the tutor
counselors for the Upward Bound
program for high school students
which has been in full swing on campus since June 13 and will last until
July 24.
Upward Bound is a federally
financed program for economically
deprived high school sophomores
juniors and seniors who have college
potential, but who would otherwise
never have the chance to tap that
potential.
Instituted at Eastern in 1966. Upward Bound brings in an average of
100 high school students each summer for six weeks of academic,
cultural and social enrichment.
Ten colleges in the state offer Upward Bound: there are 445 such programs throughout the nation.

As
students
finish
classes for the day, many
take time out to sun
bathe by Alumni's outdoor pool. It is an opportunity to study, play
games, swim or catch up
on sleep.
Backgammon is a
favorite pasttime for
Becky Lane (facing),
undeclared freshman,
and
undeclared
sophomore Elizabeth
Long. "Unlike cards, a
backgammon set won't
Mow away when a puff of
wind comes along/' said
Lane.
The pool Is open Monday through Friday from
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Admission is 75 cents.

According to Jim Way, Eastern's
summer coordinator of the program.
99 students are enrolled in this summer's session from the nine schools
served within a 60 mile radius of the
university.
"The purpose is to help high
school students who are interested
in entering post secondary education and who are economically
deprived." said Bob McCreece,
director of Upward Bound here.
Upward Bound foots the bill for
everything including housing, food,
travel and educational equipment,
besides giving every student $10
spending money a week while they
are here.
The students selected from the
high schools are recommended by
teachers, counselors and principals
and must meet the primary criteria.
The youngsters have to be from
low-income families where they have
"no means to go to college, but are
capable." Way said. "In most cases
they haven't been motivated to the
point where they have had the opportunity to excel in high school."
The chosen students are then
divided into three levels according
to their high school classification.
A student begins Upward Bound
after his or her sophomore year and
is enrolled into the junior level of the
program. When the student returns
the following summer after completion of his or her junior year in high
school, he or she advances to the
senior level of the program.
Then, when that same group of
students graduates from high

Photos by Robbie rriiracie

Asbestos removal
to be completed
The work on the removal of
asbestos from ceilings in the Model
Laboratory School is approximately 50 percent completed, according
to Chad Middleton. director of the
Physical Plant.
Middleton, along with Lexington
architect Terry B. Simmons, is
supervising the removal of the
asbestos.
Tost samples taken in October
1979 revealed that the ceilings of
Model's gymnasium and cafeteria
contained a layer of chrysotile, a
widely used form of asbestos.
It was recorameded to university
President Dr. J.C. Powell that the
asbestos be removed from the ceilings by Larry Westbrook, assistant
director of safety services, who
assisted with the sampling.
The 1982 Kentucky General

NEED MONEY,
BILLS,
PROBLEMS?
Try

JIMS
PAWN SHOP

Assembly approved a $524,000 project which included $250,000 to be
used for the renovation of Model's
ceilings.
According to Earl Baldwin, vice
Eresident for business affairs, the
ids for the contract to remove the
asbestos were opened June 4.
The contract was awarded to
Gemco Construction Company and
the work began June 20. Baldwin
said the renovation should be completed by August 4.
Middleton said he sees no problem
with meeting the expected completion date.
The work being done includes the
removal of the layer of the ceilings
containing the asbestos and replacement with "insulated and sound"
ceiling surfaces, according to
Baldwin.
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Upward Bound selects eight tutor
counselors - all Eastern students to live with the students in the
dorms, making sure they attend
class and meet their curfews, handling any problems and answering
any questions.
The tutor counselors are chosen
after the Upward Bound staff
reviews applications and conducts
interviews. This summer, there are
four male and four female tutor
counselors to handle the 28-to-44
boy to girl enrollment ratio.
The Upward Bound "statement of
purpose" of the tutor counselor calls
it "the most important position" in
the program. The tutor counselors
are responsible for getting to know
the students well, realizing their individual ambitions, attitudes,
strengths and weaknesses and helping them to deal with these
accordingly.
Terry Lakes, who graduated from
the university in May. is a tutor
counselor and the resident director
of the program for the summer.
"I'm going into teaching as a profession so it's good experience for
me." said Lakes. "I'm not just seeing students in the classroom but
also outside the classroom."
Hamilton said that youngsters
come to her for "casual counseling"
concerning "anything from broken
hearts to family problems - just like
friends do.
This summer Upward Bound is
employing nine teachers in the program who are instructing students
in the areas of English, chemistry,
math, physical education, physics,
reading and personal enrichment -the areas to be covered during this
term.
The staff of teachers includes
both university professors and high
school teachers, most from those
chools represented.
The students, with the exception
of the bridge students who run on
the regular summer school schedule,
attend five periods a day with a
lunch break in between Monday
through Friday. All classes are held
in the Begley Building. Upward
Bound headquarters.
After a day of classes ends at
about 3:15 p.m.. the students have
free time until 6 p.m.. then from 6
to 7 p.m. they must be in their
dorms for study time. They then
gather for a recreational activity
such as swimming, softball. racquetball, volleyball and basketball.
Although the youngsters are free
(See HIGH SCHOOLERS, back
P«g«»
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Upward Bound pays for the tuition of the bridging students and
they can earn up to seven hours of
college credit. There are 27 such
students this summer.
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They become a part of the university College Warm-Up program,
which operates on a four-day week,
and offers foundation courses in
English composition, college
reading and study skills and
academic orientation.
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school, they can come back to Upward Bound for the final time as
bridge students, who actually are a
part of the regular college summer
school population.
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Remembering
Browning

Summer school
schedules differ
among colleges
(continued from page 1)
lend itself well to energy
conservation"-- one of the reasons
the four-day schedule was installed
in the first place - the three-day
weekend went into effect.
Summer classes at Murray begin
at 7:30 a.m. and last four an hour
and 15 minutes.
Morehead offers two short sessions similar to those Western and
Murray reverted from.
Walter Emge, vice president for
academic affairs at Morehead. said
that this summer. Morehead is offering a four-week and a five-week
session, with classes meeting for
two hours.
Normally, Emge said, Morehead
runs two five-week terms with fourday class weeks. This year, however,
the first term had to be shortened
to an everyday, four-week schedule
because, due to snow days, the high
schools were still in session after
summer school had started.
"So much of our graduate enrollment is the school teachers coming
back and the problem of snow days
keeps coming up year after year."

(continued from pace 1)
tennis teams without pay in the
summers from 1974-1961 and often
covered the team's expenses with
his own money, according to •
member of the English faculty.
Plus, he taught Bible school in the
Presbyterian Church for several
years.
Wood, who worries that some
may carry a romanticized image of
Browning, says nevertheless: "My
husband and I miss him terribly,
because he was so unique."

Emge said.
To avoid that conflict, Emge said
that MSU's summer schedule will
most likely be changed for next
summer. "We might end up with an
open provision that will allow for
almost any kir of combination of
length and me ng days a week."

•••

Emge suggei <d the possibility of
organizing "tv.„ different kinds of
summer sessions for two different
kinds of population -- graduate and
undergraduate."
All four of the universities do
have special classes meeting for
various lengths of time during the
summer outside the regular
schedule for which credit is received.

As of June 29. 3.458 students
were enrolled in summer school at
Eastern. The figure was supplied by
Dr. Doug Whitlock. executive assisPhoto by Ja
tant to the president, who said the
numbers would "continue to change Rocketman
through about July 15" because
students receiving credit outside Last Friday morning at the Intramural fields, Dr. Gary Chastain.
regular summer school are still be- associate professor of IET. launched model rockets to the delight of
onlooking youngsters.
ing counted.

High schoolers given special
opportunity in Upward Bound
(continued from page 7)
to go home on weekends, very few
of them want to miss out on the
various weekend trips that Upward
Bound provides. So far. they have
ventured to Boonesborough for a
picnic and to Williamsburg, Va. for
a tour of Colonial Williamsburg.
They will have July 4th weekend
off. then will raake trips to the
World's Pair in Knoxville. and to
Henry Clay's home and UK's
campus.
Although the most intensive program is carried on in the summers,
the Upward Bound staff maintains
contact with its students during the
academic year.
McCleece said that the staff

makes three to four contacts a
month with each student, including
bi-monthly visits to the high
schools, home visitation and monthly meeting on Eastern's campus.
"We have a lot of influence on the
students during the time they are
here," he said. "We have seen
students come into the program in
a shell and go out being able to talk
to others with no problem."
McCleece said that "very few ol
the Upward Bound participants do
not pursue some type of postsecondary education." He said that 90
percent of them attend Eastern.
"If you want to break the cycle of
poverty, education is the way to do

it." said Randy Hays, an instructor
of math at the university and for the
Upward Bound program.
"We open doors and show them
that education is possible but
they've got to walk through the
doors by themselves." McCleece
said.

•••

From a doorway of one of the
McGregor rooms, Becky Chaney, •
senior at Lincoln County High
School, motioned to Hamilton.
"Come here," Chaney said. "I want
you to see this hair cut I gave."
Once again. Hamilton scurried
away.
After being praised for her hair
styling ability, Chaney found time
to talk about the benefits of Upward

Bound. "The classes are getting me
started for my senior year. It will be
easier on me. Also it helps you get
a better feel for college."
As the girls rushed to put on their
bathing suits for the Upward Bound
swimming party scheduled for that
evening, Doug Hays sat on the
steps beside the Alumni Coliseum
pool with his towel thrown over his
shoulders waiting waiting to get into the gate.
What does Upward Bound mean
to him? "111 be ahead of everybody
else when I go back to high school,"
said the Jackson County senior.
"But the best part is getting to
meet new people - that's always
nice."

The poster may still be hanging in
Gordon Browning's office on the
Wallace Building's first floor. It
reads: THE TRUTH WILL
SCREW YOU UP.
Make no mistake about it. Browning was as straightforward as a
politician is vague. Yet, the Gordon Browning
straightforwardness often stretchNot everyone saw the humor, the
ed to bluntnesa. And the bluntnesa
laughter. Wood says she saw more
was sometimes judged as ridicule.
cynicism and loneliness. Browning's
"He had a great deal of insight."
said Williams, adding that she and
poems she has saved over the years
Browning talked of deep, personal
show this, and she remembers one
matters on more than a few
in particular that he gave to her.
occasions.
It revolved around something as
"I suppose some of his remarks
simple as a frozen puddle in the
had a ring of truth even when he
winter. He wrote of how he backed
was being sarcastic," said William
over it each morning in the
Sutton, an English teacher who
driveway, cracking the ice to expose
often played tennis with Browning.
the surface below. Arriving home,
"Maybe he shouldn't have said cerhowever, he noticed that the ice had
tain things at the time, but that waa
formed once again, and the process
a part of Gordon."
would begin anew.
,■
His world waa more black and
"Gordon
compared
it
to
relationwhite than grey. And if his ways
ships," Wood said. "He thought
alienated some - and a few people
they worked the same way."
admitted that they did - it was onAt the memorial service held for
ly because Gordon Browning stood
as his own man. He despised Browning at Richmond's First
hypocrisy more than anything. Presbyterian Church a week after
his death. Sutton read a few lines
Woodroc«U«from a poem by William Butler
" He chose to be his own person at Yeats called. "Dialogue of Self and
the expense of alienating other peo- Soul":
ple." Higgins said.
We must laugh and we
However, a flair for self-effacing
must sing;
humor and the quick quip drew
We are blessed by
others to him in a sense. Browning
everything.
worried that the insulin he took to
And everything we look
ward off diabetes might someday inat is blessed
vite blindness. And Higgins, no
Sutton said he chose the poem
slouch with self-effacing jokes
because it dealt with coping -- the
himself, worried that his arthritic
kind that Browning must have exankles might one day make him a
perienced at one time or another
cripple.
before he faced the death he seemed
"We always used to joke that
to see approaching.
we'd be giving tennis lessons and
I'd be out there with a walker and
How would he want to be
he'd be out there with a tin cup and
remembered?
dark glasses," said Higgins as the
memory brought a laugh.
"Probably as nothing more than
"He was probably the funniest a guy who did it his own way." said
man I've ever known,'' said Sutton. Higgins.
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